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Recently, Ignatiev and Kuzmin ' 1' have again raised the problem 
of verification of the accuracy and poeeible small violation of the 
Paul! principle, for instance,when eleotrona occupy the atomic le
vels. Greenberg and Mohapatra ' 2' have formulated trilinear relatione 
for field operators that, as they proposed, ehould be a generaliza
tion of the one-level Ignatiev-Kuzmin model for the local quantum 
field theory of violation of the Pauli principle. However, earlier, 
in ' I proved, on the basis of general assumptions (also valid for 
the Greenberg-Uohapatra theory), the uniqueness theorem of the Green 
paraquantization '*•" as an extension of the conventional quantiza
tion, and consequently, the uniqueness of the para-Fermi and para-
-Bose-statiatics as an extension of the uBual statistics (with allo
wance for the poasibility of infinite paraatatlstics when the number 
of particles in symmetric and antisymmetric states is not limited). 
When proving that theorem I made use of the condition of the poaiti-
veness of the atate-vector norms that waa earlier formulated by 
Greenberg and Hessian '" in demonstrating sufficiency of the Green 
quantization for the description of parastatistics. 

In this note it is shown that under that condition the Green-
berg-Mohapatra tbeory reducea either to the ueusl Fermi statistics or 
to the second-order para-Fermi statistics, and thus, cannot be the 
local field theory of email violation of the Fauli principle. At the 
same time we ahall convince ourselves in the possibility of gene
ralization of conventional statistics to para-Fermi and para-Boae 
statistics which, in turn, happen to be equivalent to usual ones 
with including some extra internal quantum numbers (see ' and 

)• 
Greenberg and Mohapatra ' 2 ' baaed their theory on the following 

commutation relations (with the Hermitian conjugate ones): 
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*" (1b) 
where a.K end <*.„ are the operators of annihilation and creation 
of a particle reap, in states К and m ( ц and m runs over 
a certain discrete set of one particle states); the bracket with 
"-" and " + " mean a commutator and an anticommutator, rasp. Summing 
(1a) and (1b) we get 

Subtracting (1a) from (1b) we arrive at the same expresaion (2) with 
the change K j l - Thus, instead of (la) and (1b) one may employ 
a relation (2). It can be rewritten in the form 

where 

£ = СЯ-р*)/<.Н-гр г) , «t- С4-р*+р*Э/С-Ч+*р*>. 

(3) 

(4) 
Relation (3) is a general expression for the basic commutation 
relation in the local quantum theory of a free field with arbitrary 
real parameters £. and Ы. "'. By free fields we mean the fields 
for which observables (the Hamiltonian, currents, etc.) aro bilinear 
in form. Япш, the Greenberg-Mobapatra scheme is a particular ease 
of the general scheme with parametriaation (4) leaving only one pa
rameter independent. It can be obtained from the general scheme (3) 
by setting 

p*- ca-s. >/(•»- *£>, ы.= C4-£*£ a>/U-2e->. 
(5) 

?or the general scheme the following theorem has been proved /3/, 
If £.Ф О or £ У» oo and 1) there exists a unique vector I o> 
such that 0i № lo> = О for all rn „ (6) 
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2) the norm of vectors is positive definite, and 
3) the number of particles in a symmetric (antisymmetric) state 
does not exceed a given integer M S 2 , then £. = -\ (£ = +-() 
and oC>0 . I n this case, 

а г У 1 а и
+ Ю > = t » ^ (o> , ( 7 ) 

where f»>o is a real number connected with number M as follows: 

The exception is the Fermi (Вове) statistics: M = l .In this 
case, when pal, any £_ are admissible under the condition 

*. = -!-£ С U = i*£ > , (9) 
In other words, under the oonditions of the theorem the only feasible 
generalization of the conventional quantization of free fields is 
the Greer, paraquantization (with the account taken of the above ex-

, /A/ 

с options £ = o and £.-* °o , *./S- « const) '4'. 
In the parametrization (5) the admissible solutions are 

£ «-1 , (S = 1, °c = 4. , (Ю) 

£. = О, р а=г, <*=± . (11) 

£ - oo, ^*= \IZ , */£. -*-*/& (12) 

(the value of s. = Л corresponds to the para-Bose statistics 
and is not allowed in that parametrization since in this case 

(i b»-< and d.=-\<0 ). 
The solution (10) represents the para-Fermi ststisticB.if, folio-

,we set p-1,then from (8) we find that M»2,i.e.we have the 
second-order para-Fermi statistics. In general case we might set 
р-ч/2.,-1, 3/2., it.,... to which there correspond the conventi
onal Fermi statistics ( M = 4 ) and para-Permi statistics of 
orders M = 2, 3, *, ... . 

?or the solution (11) relations (г) or (3) are not sufficient 
for the complete determination of the commutation relations, whereas 
for (13) a soheme arises, analogous to the para-Fermi statistics but 
witti trilinear relations different from the Green relatione. In '•*/ 
the latter case was not considered, however its consideration does 
not influenoe the conclusions to be given below. 
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Рог the Fermi statistics p * = o ' ' and in accordance with 
(4) and (9) we have £.= 2. and ot=-H 

In any of the above-listed cases admitted by the theorem the 
parameter p 2 , has a fixed finite value and cannot be made arbit
rarily small. 

To demonstrate the procedure of proving the theorem, we briefly 
describe it for the Greenberg-Mohapatra soheme (at p • 1 in (7)). 
The relation, Hermltian conjugate to (2)i 

- «-if >*? **.<** -U-p^pS^a.; ( 1 2 ) 

allows us to shift the annihilation operators to the right towards 
vacuum and with the conditions (6) and (7), to oaloulate the 
norma of atate vectors. We shall be interested in the computation 
of the norms of symmetric state vectors. 

The norm of a symmetric two-particle vector is given by 

= г'|А•»-*<,,„ •>, (13) 
where summation runs over arbitrary permutations of indices 
E,'**-»- 'H.'Ptw (in this case, over t,m or ъ. I ). The 

condition for the norm (13) being positive definite implies 
p 2 > О . 

The value p * = 0 stands for the Fermi statistics ' '. 
Further, by induction it may be shown that any projections of a 

vector containing three symmetrised creation operators which etand 
one after the other equal zero» 

•<oiata„t... а. а;... С J. a ^ a ^ a ^ >.,. ft; |o> = 0. 

Thus, in the Fook representation there will always vanish a symmetric 
combination 

f a W a k a^ - ° 
and any symmetric veotor with a number of particles great»-* than two. 

However, if symmetrization la performed over three but not 
successive oreation operators, projections of a veotor of that type 
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cannot automatically vanish. Consider too orthogonal vectors with fo
ur particles, three of which are in the same state I , and the 
fourth is in another state К ( , * * £ ) ' : 

I X ± > = C4/»>d*(«*4 t* *««*«» W »°> • 

(14) 
Calculating the norms of these vector we find that the norm of the 
vector lX+> disappears automatically, whereas the norm of 
the vector I X_ > is 

<X_ \ X _ > = p a(-\+^ i , ,><A+(* )S(4-a.e. a>*VCa-(i 8> a'. 
(15) 

For small a9, <*•-i this norm becomes negative! i'hus, the para
meter (J2- cannot be small, and the Greenberg-Mohapatra scheme 
cannot be the theory of email violation of the Fauli principle. If 
we then require the number of particles in one state to be not lar
ger than two, the norm (15) will vanish in three cases« 

(i2= О , р ' ч , (Sa= <c/2., 

which coincide with the above-mentioned results obtained on the 
basis of the general theorem "'. (Note that at рг= 2 denomi
nator in (15) beoomee zero and theory gets inconsistent. In accor
dance with (11), £ = о corresponds to this caae when the 
commutation relatione become incomplete). 

Vanishing of the norm of a vector in the Pock space means va
nishing of the vector itself. Por vectors (14) this can be realised 
by operator Blgebras themselves. 
Por &*•= О , О.* О.Т * a7 Чл = О (Fermi statistics) (16) 

For p a = -l , сС«е<*,Г = 0 (para-Permi-statis-
tica of second order), 

In the oafle аг = л/г we have two relations 

a ea;cajo*-o. (18b) 
'The following arguments are applioable to systems having at least two different states (levels). Рэг this reason they cannot be applied to the initial one-level Ignatiev-Kuzmin model /1/. 

(17) 

(18a) 
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Aa is easily convinced, algebras (16)-(18) provide vanishing of 
vectors lX+> . The vector lx_> could be put equal to zero 
also with + • л + п + л 

а ^ - а ^ П . , , - О (Bose-etatistice).(19) 
But this aolution is unsatisfactory. Indeed, making use of (12) 
and the conditions (6) and (7) (at p= A ) we get ( к * 1 ) 

But according to (19) it should vanish. Since we a priori reject the 
caae u a =2, we have a.* l°> «0, which signifies the representa
tion being trivial: 

QL* = q t з о . 

Thus, we directly verified the impossibility of email violation 
of the Fauli principle in the local quantum field theory, in agreement 
with the results of the earlier theorem '•''. We also verified the 
possibility of its "big" violation in the form of the para-Fermi sta
tistics. There remains still an open problem of formulating, within 
the parafield doheme, the physical symmetries observed in Nature and 
the corresponding gauge theories ' a » 9 ' . Nevertheless, the uniqueness 
proved above for this possible generalization of the conventional 
statistics seems rather attractive. 

Finally note that Okun ' 1 0' proposed another generalization of 
the Ignatiev-Kuzmin model of small violation of the Fauli principle 
within multi(infinite)-level scheme. It was suggested to assume 
relatione of the type (2) to be valid only for equal ( tc = £= t-n ) 
states, whereae for different states all the operators were set 
anticommuting 

o.* a. + + _ + 

Besides this theory is nonlocal and CFT-noninvarlant, it has,as not
ed by Okun' ,a more serious shortcoming! there is no continuous 
transition between the possibility for two particles being in the 
same state (for instance, with the ваше momentum) and the prohibi
tion for these particles being in a symmetric state with values tc 
rnd I (momenta) infinitely olose to each other. Л scheme like that 
is a priori tied to a definite representation and does not permit 
superpositions of states. 

The author is sincerely grateful to A.Yu.Ignatiev, V.A.Kuzmin, 
V.A.Uatveev, L.B.Okun, and V.A.Rubakov for preliminary discussions of 
the results presented here. 
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Говорков А.Б. Е2-88-136 
О невозможности "небольшого" нарушения 
принципа Паули в локальной квантовой 
теории поля 

Показано, что в рамках локальной квантовой теории сво
бодного поля возможны лишь такие обобщения обычного кван
тования /соответствующего ферми- и бозе-статистикам/, ко
торым отвечают параферми- и парабозе-статистики, и невоз
можно "небольшое" нарушение принципа Паули. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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Govorkov А.В. Е2-88-136 
On the Impossibility of a Small 
Violation of the Pauli Principle 
within the Local Quantum Field Theory 

It is shown that the local quantum field theory of free 
fields allows only the generalizations of the conventional 
quantizations(corresponding to the Fermi and Bose statis
tics) that correspond to the para-Fermi and para-Bose 
statistics and does not permit "small" violation of the 
Pauli principle. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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